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Was 2015 a milestone in publishing 
history?

1.  Apple News

2.  Facebook Instant Articles

3.  Google Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP)

4.  Google Play Newsstand

5.  Google Play Books

6.  Twitter Moments

7.  Snapshat Discover

8.  LinkedIn Pulse

9.  Amazon Kindle app

10.  Blendle

11.  Conclusion





Content is King
•  In order for the target audience to grow; relevant 

content is essential;

•  Large publishers focus (increasingly) on mobile users;

•  Often publishers have little or no control over what 

happens with their content;

•  Often publishers have little or no insight into their 

readers behaviour;

•  What does participation mean in terms of reach and 

brand building?;

•  Should individual publishers participate? If yes; with 

which initiatives?



1. Apple News
•  Apple News is the replacement of the Kiosk (Newsstand);
•  Currently only available in the USA, UK and Australia (Expected in other countries soon) on devices 

with iOS 9;
•  Apple does not exactly know how many people have been using the News app since its introduction;

•  Posting content on the Apple News app is free for publishers;
•  Two profit modules for publishers;

•  Sell advertisements themselves: 100% of the earnings are for the publishers;

•  Let Apple sell advertisements: 70% of the earnings for the publisher – 30% for Apple;

•  Anybody can apply to Apple News – Apple will decide which content is published;
•  Apple won’t use the user data;

•  On iOS devices: relevant content is offered from leading newspapers and magazines;
•  Publishers can choose to either publish a complete article or just a teaser; 

•  Uploads to the platform are (currently) only possible through RSS. 



1. Apple News pros & cons
•  Pros: Apple’s News app has since it was launched in September 2015 attracted more than 100 

publishing partners worldwide (including Time Inc., Vice Media, The Atlantic, Business Insider, 
The New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Condé Nast and CNN);

•  Pros: No posts from Social Media (in contrary to Facebook and Twitter);

•  Pros: 100% of the earnings from advertisements placed by publishers goes to the publishers 
themselves; 

•  Pros: Ad blockers don’t work in Apple News; 

•  Pros: Personalised news based upon readers interests and earlier read articles; 
•  Pros: Underneath the News App lies the Apple News Format, which allows publishers to format 

their content;

•  Cons: Apple News has just started and has barely any users;

•  Cons: Apple News has only 3% of the advertising market.





2. Facebook Instant Articles
•  Available on iOS and Android;
•  On April 12th 2016, Facebook (FB) opened the Instant Articles Program for all publishers 

worldwide;
•  Articles are directly published on the FB timeline; therefore users can read the article without 

having to leave the FB-app (10 times faster than the standard FB mobile web);
•  Due to the speed and layout users spend 33% more time on Instant Articles compared to the 

standard FB mobile articles, says FB;
•  Overall, users will spend more time on the FB App;
•  Three profit modules for publishers;

•  Sell advertisements inside the article themselves: 100% of the earnings are for the publishers;

•  Let Facebook sell advertisements inside the article: 70% of the earnings for the publisher – 30% for FB;
•  Both possibilities can also be used simultaneously: when publishers don’t use all their available 

advertisement inventory, FB can fill up the empty space with FB ads;



2. Facebook Instant Articles
•  Assembling more big-data, therefore advertisements can be selected even more specifically;
•  ‘Notify’ was launched in November 2015 (notification of news based upon readers interests from 

more than 70 publishers);
•  FB booked a revenue of 5.84 billion dollars worldwide in the last quarter of 2015 (compared to 

3.85 billion dollars in the same quarter in 2014);
•  5.63 billion dollars of FB’s total revenue came from advertising (of which 80% on mobile 

devices);
•  Uploads to the platform are possible through manual uploads and RSS (https only). A WordPress 

plugin is available.



2. Facebook Instant Articles pros
•  Pros: Together with Google, FB hold the largest share of the advertising market;
•  Pros: FB is convinced of the importance of high-quality content and is working on providing the 

content in a more structured manor;
•  Pros: Number of users (over 1 billion logins per day, 1.59 billion users Worldwide in December 

2015, a 14% increase compared to December 2014);
•  Pros: 1.44 billion users used FB on mobile devices in December 2015, an increase of 21% 

compared to December 2014;
•  Pros: News articles can be created quickly, easily and customised in a professional way. Images, 

video’s, audio files etc. can be attached to the articles:
•  This leads to ‘A faster more beautiful reading experience on FB’ and means ‘Good stories are 

sharable’;

•  Pros: Instant Articles are shared more often, compared to content outside of FB. Therefore the 
reach of the articles is greater.  



2. Facebook Instant Articles cons
•  Cons: Volume of articles in regards to the volume of users posts;
•  Cons: Publishers have little to zero influence with what happens to their content. When, and to 

whom is it being shown?;
•  Cons: No paywall or metered model available (yet);

•  Cons: Publishers cannot upload branded content.





3. Google AMP
•  Google Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) is available Worldwide from February 2016;
•  When searching for a topic, AMP results appear as "Top stories” in the results page;
•  Currently has virtually no share in Social Media;

•  Wants to compete with FB Instant Articles and Apple News;
•  Google AMP uses “AMP HTML”, and this is built entirely out of existing web technologies. The 

development process mirrors the one publishers are already using today. A WordPress plugin is 
available, others are still in progress;

•  Profit module for publishers: publishers control their own ad inventory and how they sell it;

•  Google is still developing the best way to implement advertisements in AMP. Two possible 
solutions: (1) creating units based on AMP which render ad formats in the same way AMP 
contents pages are rendered (an AMP format within an AMP frame), or (2) providing tools to 
build advertising landing pages with images and information which are all AMP-compliant.



3. Google AMP pros & cons
•  Pros: AMP is accessible for everyone (no account required); 
•  Pros: Articles load four times as fast and use ten times less data;
•  Pros: Publishers stay in control of their content;

•  Pros: Google has teamed-up with several large publishers and technology companies for the 
further development of AMP including:  The Guardian, The Washington Post, BuzzFeed, Vox 
Media, Twitter, Pinterest, LinkedIn, Adobe, WordPress, The Wall Street Journal, Parse.ly, The 
New York Times;

•  Cons: Strategy is yet unclear;

•  Cons: Although launched in February 2016, the Google AMP is still very much in a test-phase.





4. Google Play Newsstand (GPN)
•  Available on iOS and Android;
•  GPN is the replacement of both Google Currents and Play Magazines;
•  GPN is available Worldwide. Paid Newsstand content is available in 39 countries;

•  The platform supports different types of digital content: 
•  Magazines (single unit sales and subscriptions), free news content (RSS format), premium news 

content (RSS format with paywall);

•  Automatic page layout of articles for devices of all sizes;
•  Users can subscribe to specific publishers and topics of interest (both free and paid publications);

•  Profit modules for publishers: 
•  Selling individual magazines/newspapers and/or subscriptions; publishers receive a percentage per 

sold item of the list price;
•  Sell advertisements;

•  Publishers can publish their magazines via the GPN Producer. Google currently accepts only 
REPUB files for magazines and RSS feeds for news content. 



4. GPN pros & cons
•  Pros: GPN is preinstalled on many Android devices. Worldwide there are over 1 billion Android 

devices and 1.5 million daily activations of Newsstand;
•  Pros: Publishers can fully design, brand and customise the user experience of their magazine via 

the GPN producer;

•  Pros: The content on GPN is continuously updated, 24/7, so users have access to the latest news at 
all time;

•  Cons: Paid content of GPN not available in all countries yet.





5. Google Play Books
•  Google Play Books App available on iOS and Android;
•  The storefront of Google Play Books is available in 76 countries, the Google Play Books App is 

available in more than 130 countries Worldwide;
•  Everyone can publish content on Google Play Books via the ‘Play Books Partner Center’;

•  Publishers and authors can publish content on Google Play Books via a manual upload. PDF 
and EPUB format files are accepted;

•  Posting content on Google Play Books is free;
•  Profit module for publishers: publishers receive a percentage per sold e-book of the list price 

(Monthly revenue payments). 



5. Google Play Books pros & cons
•  Pros: Google Play Books is an open publishing and sales platform which allows readers to easily 

move e-book across devices (phones, e-readers, desktops and tablets) and apps that support 
Adobe software and (Digital Right Management) DRM;

•  Pros: Google Play Books is one of the largest online bookstores in the world (more than 5 
million titles);

•  Cons: Google Play Books not (yet) available in all languages and countries.

 





6. Twitter Moments
•  Twitter is where most of the news appears first;
•  Twitter Moments is a selection of the most important breaking- and developing (live) stories 

taking place;
•  Twitter Moments is currently available in the UK, USA, AUS and BRA on both iOS and Android;

•  Twitter needs to make a complete turnaround so that people will spend more time on the network 
(like on Facebook). Twitter sees Facebook as a direct competitor;

•  Content is related to trending topics and presented in a magazine look & feel. The articles are 
selected from content from a small number of content partners;

•  Most popular articles are on top. Stories are sorted in a number of categories which are presented 
as tabs within Moments and include a mix of national- and international news, politics, business, 
sports, etc.;

•  Profit model for publishers: ‘Promoted Moments’; advertisers will be able to weave a series of 
tweets into a given ‘Moment’ of the publisher. These tweets will be live on Twitter for 24 hours.



6. Twitter Moments pros & cons
•  Pros: 305 million people Worldwide used Twitter in the fourth quarter of 2015, an increase of 

5.9% compared to the same quarter in 2014;

•  Cons: Very poor integration with the rest of Twitter;

•  Cons: Topics aren’t (yet) personalised for individual users, but readers can follow specific 
topics; 

•  Cons: Complete news articles aren’t (yet) available. Only text tweets, photos and videos 
(Twitter is thinking about expanding the limit of characters per tweet from 140 to 10.000, this 
will make it possible to post an entire article).





7. Snapchat Discover
•  Popular with millennial’s (average age is 18);
•  Works with so called self-destructing messages;
•  Currently works with 19 partners from the UK and USA (including National Geographic, 

Cosmopolitan, CNN and the Daily Mail) and four from other countries (is slowly expanding);
•  Publishers can post so called ‘stories’ in Discover: this can be a mix of pictures, video’s, text, 

animation and infographics;

•  Content is chosen for a target group (millennial’s);
•  Worldwide 100 million daily active users;

•  Snapchat users view more than 8 billion videos per day;
•  Profit model for publishers: advertising by means of video ads, appearance of logo advertiser, 

advertisement as a snap (Snapchat is still working on building and optimising custom 
advertising).



7. Snapchat Discover pros & cons
•  Pros: Participating partners are reporting a huge increase through this initiative;

•  Cons: Virtually no advertising revenue (yet);

•  Cons: Topics aren’t (yet) personalised for individual users. 







8. LinkedIn Pulse
•  LinkedIn’s Pulse App, which operates individually, was bought for USD 90 million dollars in 2013;
•  LinkedIn wants to offer users personalised business news (based upon their LinkedIn profile). In 

other words: relevant content for every user;
•  LinkedIn had 414 million members worldwide in the fourth quarter of 2015, a 3.4% increase 

compared to the third quarter of 2015;
•  LinkedIn currently has more than 19 million users in the UK;

•  More than 1 million bloggers worldwide produce approximately 130,000 unique articles in Pulse 
on a weekly basis;

•  Mobile represents 57% of all traffic to LinkedIn.



8. LinkedIn Pulse pros & cons
•  Pros: The personalisation of LinkedIn Pulse ensures that target groups can be reached very 

accurately; 
•  Pros: LinkedIn Pulse is one of the fastest growing LinkedIn products;

•  Cons: App not yet available in many languages (such as Dutch);
•  Cons: A lot of content is posted on LinkedIn, which makes it difficult for publishers to stand 

out.





9. Amazon
•  Amazon Kindle app available on iOS and Android;
•  Everyone can publish content on Kindle via the Kindle Direct Publishing System (KDP) via 

manual uploads;
•  In 2014, 11% of Amazon's revenue came from Kindle (sales Kindle e-readers, digital content 

streaming and downloading, app purchases and advertising revenues);
•  Two profit modules for publishers: 

•  Publishers receive 70% per sold e-book/magazine etc. on Kindle,  Amazon receives 30% (applied for 
major publishers);

•  Publishers receive an amount per page read by users (publishers who use the KDP program).



9. Amazon pros & cons
•  Pros: Amazon Kindle App offers several reading tools for users: personalisation (adjust reading 

experience), Look up words, Organise collections and X-Ray for Books;
•  Pros: Users have the possibility to buy a single issue or a subscription of the magazine etc.; 
•  Pros: Amazon Kindle is one of the largest online bookstores in the world (more than 3 million 

titles);

•  Cons: Amazon Kindle app not (yet) available in all languages and countries.





10. Blendle
•  The only content aggregator and repository that is completely dependable on third-party-content 

in regards to their current revenue;
•  In September 2015, Blendle launched the German equivalent;
•  Blendle currently works with approximately 50 partners in the Netherlands and Germany;

•  In March 2016, Blendle launched the USA equivalent: 20 USA publishers including: The Wall 
Street Journal, The New York Times, The Washington Post, Financial Times have signed up as 
partners with Blendle. Blendle USA initially opened up a test group of 10,000 users;

•  Profit module for publishers: per sold article 70% for publisher, 30% for Blendle;
•  Mobile devices represent 60% of all traffic to Blendle;

•  Approximately 20% of the users buy more credit after the 2,50 EURO starting fee;
•  Two-thirds of the users are 35 or younger;

•  Not yet profitable (expected to be in 2017);



10. Blendle
•  Traditionally this market is fulfilled by parties such as LexisNexis and other Content 

Professionals in the B2B market;
•  Blendle focuses on three fundamental issues:

•  Consolidation;

•  Speed;

•  Convenience.



10. Blendle pros & cons
•  Pros: Approximately 650,000 people use Blendle across Germany and the Netherlands;
•  Pros: A number of participating partners are reporting a huge growth, especially long-reads 

(2,000+ words per article);
•  Pros: Blendle reaches a whole new target group, which previously was barely willing to pay for 

editorial content (little cannibalisation  for publishers);

•  Cons: Much smaller then the other players; 
•  Cons: Local market (currently only active in the Netherlands, Germany and launch project in the 

USA).





Conclusion
•  Addition will lead to multiplication with the proper research;
•  X-CAGO can help you decide on which platforms you should operate;
•  Multiplication will lead to an increase in revenue;

•  The various platforms require a specific delivery format that the publishers must meet;
•  X-CAGO strictly adhere to these format requirements making your content fit for purpose;

•  X-CAGO processes over 1,200 titles from publishers all over the world and can process YOUR 
titles at low costs;

•  Processing your titles into individual editorial and advertorial articles will enable the recycling of 
content;

•  Recycling of content leads to an increase in revenue.


Please contact us for a demonstration with your newspaper(s), magazine(s) and/or book(s).
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